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Diesel Duck® comes to aid of Dunkirk Little Ship
Eliminating Diesel Bug and keeping Angele Aline sailing

“Thank you very much for your help with resolving my diesel bug problems
with the fuel supply for Angele Aline. The situation was made a little more
complicated by the fact the boat was in France so communication lines were
extended but you did everything possible to support me which was greatly
appreciated.

The Diesel Duck did a superb job of ridding me of the dreaded bug and in
addition the advice I received from you was invaluable because with your
help I now think we have a regime that will avoid any repetition of the
problem.

I would highly recommend your services to anyone who either has diesel bug
in his tanks or is keen to avoid it in the future.”

Chris Casey - owner of Angele Aline - Dunkirk Little Ship

A Small Price To Pay
For Eliminating

Diesel Bug

Info@marship.eu
+44 (0) 1666 818 791

Diesel Duck®
Available to hire or purchase

5 day rental from £350

Testimonial

Mr Chris Casey approached MarShip earlier this year (2017) as he had evi-
dence of diesel bug and water in his fuel  The filters were constantly being
blocked with slimy residue.  The long term solution was to install a static
dewatering unit but we felt it was essential to address the problem in the first
instance.  We offered him the hire of a Diesel Duck® - a portable dewatering
and polishing unit.

Fuel was taken from the bottom of the tank and returned to the top with any
free water automatically discharged into a container.

The Problem

Boat type: Gaff Ketch
Length: 80ft

Engine:  Twin Beta Marine
75HP Diesel

Builder: L.Bennay, Fecamp
Year of Build: 1921

* Portable, lightweight carry-on case   * Self-contained, will clean/polish 1000 litres   * Removes free & emulsified
water  * Removes contaminants to 2 microns   * 12 volt   * 12 litres per minute pump   * Up to 1.5 hours

continuous battery operation * Simple to use quick release couplings and supplied hoses   * Can be used on-board
without an external power supply * Manufactures in the UK * 12 months guarantee


